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Stable and efficient collection of single photons emitted from a semiconductor quantum dot into a single-mode optical fiber
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We study stable and efficient coupling of single photons generated from a quantum dot (QD) into a single-mode fiber (SMF) prepared in a fiber couple module (FCM). We propose a method to focus the objective lens to a sample surface without imaging with the help of laser reflection. By assembling all the constituents, i.e., a pair of lenses, the SMF, and the optical alignment to the QD source, we demonstrate stable single-photon count rate and a high collection efficiency of 43.5 % of the photons emitted in air from the QD into the collection lens in the FCM.

The Internet of Things (IoT)1 has been rapidly progressing recently, and everything will be involved in the network in near future. In such a society, secure and trustable communication is getting increasingly important, and cryptography works as a fundamental platform to provide a privacy preserving authentication and confidentiality to legitimate users. However, the present cryptography relies on the computational difficulty, and we cannot completely eliminate the latent risk of the system being disabled by some emerging technologies. Quantum key distribution (QKD)2 is expected to be a method to cope with such situations, since it can offer absolute security that cannot be breached, even with high-performance computers or algorithms. When information is encoded on single photons, the security is assured quantum mechanically on the condition that ideal single photon sources (SPSs) and detectors can be employed. Implementation of solid-state SPSs is one of the limited choices to realize deterministic SPSs and for future large-scale system integration, with the probability of generating higher number of photons at a time being nearly zero.

From this perspective, semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have been intensively studied and the SPSs3,4 working in O-band5 and C-band6 have been demonstrated. However, for a QD embedded in a bulk semiconductor, a large difference of the refractive indices at the semiconductor-air interface tends to prevent photon extraction to the air-side. When the critical angle for total internal reflection is \( \theta_{CR} \), the photon extraction efficiency is given by

\[ E = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\sin^2 \theta_{CR}}{\sin^2 \theta_{0}}} \]
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\( \eta_{\text{extract}} = (1 - \cos \theta_{CR}) / 2 \). In the case of an InAs QD embedded in GaAs, the difference of the refractive indices is \( \Delta n \approx 2.4 \) and \( \theta_{CR} \) is 17.1°. This gives \( \eta_{\text{extract}} = 0.022 \), and 97.8% of photons emitted from an InAs QD are lost via the total internal reflection at the interface.

A variety of attempts at better collection of the emitted photons have been reported.\(^8\)\(^{-20}\) One important approach is to collect photons by tailoring the divergence angle by introducing dielectric antenna and the solid immersion lens.\(^8\)\(^{-10}\) Photonic nanowire waveguides,\(^11\)\(^{-14}\) horn structure,\(^15\)\(^, 16\) and micropillars\(^17\)\(^, 18\) with metallic microreflectors\(^19\)\(^, 20\) drastically improve the external photon collection efficiency. The next important issue is the realization of efficient coupling of these SPSs to single-mode fibers (SMFs). There have been attempts at coupling SPSs laterally to SMFs by employing tapered nanofibers,\(^21\)\(^{-23}\) and photon coupling efficiencies of 6-7% have been observed.\(^21\)\(^, 22\) Since the coupling is based on the evanescent field extended to SPSs attached on the outer face of nanofibers, it is crucially dependent on the nanofiber diameters. Although a higher efficiency of 22% has been reported for a reduced nanofiber diameter of 350 nm,\(^23\) the reduced diameter results in mechanical instability during practical applications. Simpler methods for coupling SPSs to an SMF facet have been proposed. One of these involves the insertion of photon emitters to the space between two SMF connector facets, and bidirectional single-photon emission has been demonstrated using this method.\(^24\)

Coupling of SPS based on a semiconductor photonic crystal (PhC) cavity to an SMF was also attempted by pasting a semiconductor PhC sheet to an SMF facet,\(^25\) but background emission outside the PhC cavity also coupled to the SMF and increased the background photon emission of the SPS. Highly efficient coupling was predicted through simulations by assuming a quantum emitter pasted on a fiber facet of a tapered nanofiber,\(^26\) but an experimental demonstration requires rather advanced setups.

In this letter, we demonstrate efficient coupling of single photons emitted from InAs QDs to a fiber couple module (FCM) and demonstrate long-term stability of the fiber coupled SPS. The FCM includes a photon collection lens with high numerical aperture (NA), an SMF, and an additional lens to couple to the SMF. A QD photon source is placed on a piezo positioner to control the relative position of the QD source and the photon collection lens, and the whole system is set in one body. The most critical issue for high-efficiency operation is the optimal adjustment of the focal length, which is difficult for extremely weak single photon emission. We demonstrate that reflection measurements of an exciting laser offer us efficient tools for this purpose. We also note that the focal length deviation between the exciting laser wavelength and the emitted single photon wavelength needs to be taken care of owing to the lens refractive-index dispersion.

As a QD source, 1.6 ML-InAs QDs embedded in a 150-nm-thick InAlAs barrier layer were grown on an InP (111)A substrate\(^27\)\(^, 28\) by droplet epitaxy.\(^29\) Since droplet epitaxy is not strain-driven, it is beneficial to tailor photon wavelength and quantum confinement
Fig. 1. Schematic of our optical setup to evaluate coupling efficiency between a QD-based single photon source and an SMF. A photon collection lens (NA=0.8), and a second lens (NA=0.5) for coupling to the SMF, and the SMF constitute the fiber couple module (FCM). The QD sample is set on a 3-axis piezo positioner fixed mechanically to the FCM with a SUS304 solid housing. The transmittance efficiency $\eta_{\text{sys}}$ of our setup outside the FCM after the input port B is given by the product of $\eta_{B\rightarrow C} \cdot \eta_{\text{filters}} \cdot \eta_{\text{SSPD}} = 0.60 \times 0.5 \times 0.15 = 0.045$, where $\eta_{B\rightarrow C}$, $\eta_{\text{filters}}$, and $\eta_{\text{SSPD}}$ are the transmittance efficiencies of the 2x2 fiber fused coupler (FFC), the set of filters, and the detection efficiency of the SSPD, respectively. (Inset) Measured laser reflection against the Z-axis displacement ($310\text{nm/step @RT}$) of the QD sample. A laser diode at a wavelength of 940 nm was used, and the positive displacement reduces the distance between the sample surface and the collection lens. The peak position is set to zero displacement, which is used as a reference position for focusing to the sample surface.

by relieving the constraint of material selection. To precisely evaluate the photon coupling efficiency to our FCM, an as-grown planar structure containing the QD sources was employed in this work. A schematic of our optical setup for coupling single photons emitted from QDs to an SMF is shown in Fig. 1. An excitation laser is introduced to port A of a 2x2 fiber fused coupler (FFC), and one output port B is connected to the FCM and the other to a terminator. The laser light reflected from the sample surface or photons emitted from the InAs QDs couple to the FCM and go back to the FFC port B, and transmit to the counterpart ports. The output to the port C is employed for fundamental optical characterization of our setup. The reflected laser is measured with a power meter and the photons emitted from the InAs QDs with a monochromator equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled InGaAs photodiode array. A pair of superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs) by Single Quantum BV is also employed for demonstrating the SPS operation. The FCM is composed of an SMF and a pair of aspheric lenses (NA, clear aperture, effective focal length)=(0.8, 1.2 mmϕ, 0.745 mm) and (0.5, 2 mmϕ, 2.0 mm) to form an infinity optical system. It collects photons emitted from the QD source and couples photons to the SMF (Thorlabs 980HP, NA=0.2, core=3.6 μmϕ). The InAs QD source is fixed on a three-axis piezo positioner that is mechanically fixed to the FCM in a SUS 304 solid housing. The three-axis piezo positioner works over a wide temperature range
covering liquid helium to room temperature (RT).

Fig. 2. (a) PL spectra of the InAs dot ensemble measured at RT at several Z-axis positions (310 nm/step) around the reference focus position (0 step). (b) PL intensity changes at the four representative wavelengths (hatched area at 920, 1180, 1280, and 1480 nm in (a)) are summarized as a function of Z displacement.

Since the signal intensity from the QDs is too weak to use for adjusting the focus position, 940-nm laser reflection at the sample surface was used to seek the focus position. The inset in Fig. 1 shows the variation of the reflection intensity during the Z-axis scan. Rather sensitive detection of the focus position is possible within the one step scan accuracy of ∼0.3 μm. This enables us to obtain the reference focus position set at the wavelength of 940 nm. It is noted that the Z-axis distance required for obtaining the laser reflection is ∼5 μm against the effective focal length of 0.745 mm owing to the high NA of the collection lens. We excited the InAs QDs sample at the reference focus position set at the wavelength of 940 nm. We reduced the excitation laser wavelength to 780 nm by employing a Ti:Sapphire laser to study the whole emission spectra from the sample. Even at room temperature, we could observe the photoluminescence (PL) spectra from the QD ensemble, which suggests the high coupling efficiency of our optical setup. Since the QDs have broad size distribution, we observe the broad PL spectrum from 1100 nm to 1600 nm as shown by the “0 step” in Fig. 2(a). An additional PL peak from the InP substrate is observed at around 920 nm. When the sample Z position is changed from the reference focus position, the PL spectra changed sensitively as shown in Fig. 2(a). The dependence of the PL intensity on the Z-axis displacement is plotted in Fig. 2(b) for several specific wavelengths. The positive and negative displacement gives a shorter and longer distance to the FCM, respectively. The intensity peak at the wavelength of 920 nm shifts to the shorter distance from the reference focus position, while it shifts to the longer distance systematically at wavelengths longer than 940 nm. This is attributed to
the refractive-index dispersion of the lenses in the FCM. The shorter (longer) wavelength results in a higher (lower) refractive index and therefore a shorter (longer) focal length. This result shows that we have to pay sufficient attention in the measurements of relatively wide luminescence spectra through optical-fiber measurement setup.

To evaluate the collection efficiency of photons emitted from a single QD quantitatively, we assume that each pulsed laser excitation generates one photon from the QD. Then the efficiency can be simply calculated from the excitation pulse repetition rate and the photon detection rate. For this purpose, we employ the InAs QD sample with the relatively low QD density of $3 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$ and cool down the sample to 4.2 K to maintain almost 100% internal quantum efficiency for the photon emission process. We set the FCM housing including the InAs QDs sample close to the liquid He level in a liquid He vessel. Figure 3(a) shows the PL spectra measured with different continuous-wave (CW) excitation laser powers. Well-resolved single-QD emission lines were observed. The excitation power dependence of the integrated intensity of the peak at a wavelength of 1063 nm (1059 nm) is shown in Fig. 3(b), and it exhibits the linear (bilinear) dependence. From this, we assign the 1063 nm (1059 nm) peak as a neutral exciton $X^0$ (biexciton $XX^0$) emission. Figure 3(c) shows the luminescence time decay of the $X^0$ emission measured with 5-ps pulsed excitation at a wavelength of 760 nm under a repetition rate of 76.08 MHz. The decay time constant derived from the single exponential fit to the measurements is 3.24 ns.

Fig. 3. (a) Excitation power dependence of PL spectra of a single InAs quantum dot measured at 10K. Neutral biexciton ($XX^0$) and exciton ($X^0$) lines are observed at 1059 nm and 1063 nm, respectively. (b) Integrated intensities of $XX^0$ and $X^0$ as a function of the excitation power. (c) Time-resolved PL measurement of the $X^0$ line. Decay time constant ($\tau_e$) fitted by the red line is 3.24 ns.
To examine single-photon emission operation of the InAs QD, we work on the second-order photon correlation measurements employing the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss setup under the pulsed excitation power at a QD emission saturation. The measured correlation function is shown in Fig. 4 against the relative delay time $\tau$ of the two SSPD outputs. The dip at zero delay exhibits the photon anti-bunching, suggesting single-photon emission from the QD. However, the correlation function profile around the zero delay time appears as the overlap of the reduced peak and dip. The dip profile is generally observed in CW photon correlation measurements.\(^{30}\) The time-resolved measurement shown in Fig. 3(c) exhibits the distinct slow rise after the pulsed excitation around the zero delay time. The photo-excitation at the wavelength of 760 nm generates electrons and holes in the InAlAs barrier. The constituent InAs and AlAs have a large difference in their energy gaps and this induces large potential fluctuations in the InAlAs alloy. The observed slow rise in Fig. 3(c) suggests relatively delayed capture of photo-generated carriers into the InAs QD owing to the slow diffusion through the alloy layer. This will result in the CW-like anti-bunching dip in Fig. 4 superposed on the correlation function generally measured with pulsed operations.

To account for this measured photon correlation function quantitatively, we incorporate the CW-like contribution to the general correlation function.\(^{31}\) Considering the present condition of the luminescence decay time constant $\tau_e = 3.24$ ns and the pulse excitation interval $T=13.14$ ns and therefore $\tau_e/T \ll 1$, the generalized photon correlation function is given by

$$N^{-1} \left\{ B + \sum_n \exp \left( -\frac{|\tau - nT|}{\tau_e} \right) \cdot \left\{ 1 - \alpha_0 \exp \left( -\left( G + \frac{1}{\tau_e} \right) |\tau| \right) \right\} \right\},$$ (1)

where $B$, $\alpha_0$, $G$, and $N$ are the background counts, degree of multiphoton contribution ($0 \leq \alpha_0 \leq 1$), the excitation rate, and normalization factor, respectively. We obtain the fitted result denoted by the solid curve in Fig. 4. Both the dip depth at $\tau = 0$ and the nominal peak height at $\tau \sim 0$ are well reproduced. This fitting leads to $B=0.004$, $G = 0.74$ ns$^{-1}$, $N \approx 1$, and the parameter $\alpha_0=0.71$, which gives the value of $g^{(2)}(0)=0.29$.

Under the pulsed excitation of the InAs QD at a repetition rate of 76.08 MHz, the photon count rate measured with the SSPD in the setup of Fig. 1 was 10,400 cps. Therefore the net single photon count rate is estimated to be $10,400 \sqrt{1 - g^{(2)}(0)}$ by compensating the multiple photon emission probability\(^{32}\) and is 8,760 cps. This value can be equated with $1/T \cdot \eta_{QD} \cdot \eta_{extract} \cdot \eta_{collect} \cdot \eta_{FCE} \cdot \eta_{sys}$, where $\eta_{QD}$, $\eta_{FCE}$, $\eta_{sys}$, and $\eta_{collect}$ are the internal quantum efficiency of the QD, the fiber coupling efficiency of the second lens, the system efficiency of our optical setup including the detector’s quantum efficiency ($\eta_{SSPD}=0.15$ at $\lambda=1060$ nm according to manufacturer’s specification sheet), and the photon collection efficiency to the first lens, respectively. We assume $\eta_{QD} = 1$ at saturation and at low temperature. We worked on separate measurements of $\eta_{FCE}$ and $\eta_{sys}$ and obtained values of 0.267 and 0.045,
Fig. 4. Second-order photon correlation function for the X⁰ line measured at an excitation power of 300 µW. Blue curve is a fitted result including the system function of our setup. From this we deduces \( g^{(2)}(0) = 0.29 \). (Inset) Typical photon count rate variation over 30 min. The count rate fluctuation (1σ) is less than 3%.

respectively. From these results, we obtain a high photon collection efficiency of \( \eta_{\text{collect}} = 0.435 \). That is, 43.5% of photons emitted to air from the QD were collected by the 1st lens of the FCM. The collection efficiency of unidirectional photon flux from a point source by a lens with a given NA value is given by \( 1 - \cos(\sin^{-1} \text{NA}) \), which is 0.40 for NA=0.8. This very close agreement demonstrates that the single QD we studied is very precisely aligned to the focal length of the FCM at the emitted photon wavelength with our proposed method for laser reflection measurements through the FCM.

Once the focus position is adjusted by the piezo positioner, our module exhibits excellent stability. Typical variation in the photon count rate measured by an SSPD over 30 min is shown in the inset of Fig. 4, which reveals the fluctuation less than 3%. Furthermore, the decrease in the count rate was less than 10% after 20h of measurements, and was also robust against the heat cycle between liquid helium and RT (not shown). The overall photon coupling efficiency to an SMF is given by the product of \( \eta_{\text{collect}} \cdot \eta_{\text{FCE}} \). Although the \( \eta_{\text{FCE}} \) value measured on the FCM was 0.267, we later found that it includes an extrinsic optical loss at the SMF counter connector facet due to laser burnout of contaminants. We re-measured \( \eta_{\text{FCE}} \) after exchanging the counter connector to a new one without contamination, and obtained the value of \( \eta_{\text{FCE}} = 0.394 \). Therefore an overall photon coupling efficiency of \( \eta_{\text{collect}} \cdot \eta_{\text{FCE}} = 17\% \) is possible with the present method. In the present FCM, the NA values of the second lens and the SMF were different (0.5 and 0.2, respectively). If the NA values of the second lens and the SMF are matched, a higher fiber coupling efficiency is expected. Along with the long-term stability of the FCM housing, this demonstrates the possibility of realizing highly stable and efficient fiber-coupled single photon source by extending the present method, e.g., elaborating the photon source structure for directional and gaussian-mode emission.
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